
ReTon Trayseal
SEMI- AUTOMATIC 
TRAYSEAL MACHINES

RT-59 SERIES
RT-900 SERIES



ReTon Trayseal develops and supplies durable, high-quality tray seal 
machines for the food industry. Our tray seal machines are easy to use, 
have a high production rate and can operate in both stand-alone and 
full production line confi gurations. We offer several types of tray seal 
machines, allowing the sealing of trays of various sizes. In addition to 
high-speed top-sealing of trays, standard options also include Modifi ed 
Atmosphere Packaging (MAP).
Reton tray seal machines are suitable for both small-scale enterprises 
like butchers and supermarkets (fresh meat/fi sh section) and large 
industrial food packaging companies.

ReTon Trayseal offers a wide 
range of machines, all provided 
with advanced features:

•  user-friendly operation
•  choice between manual or 

automatic operation
•  visual temperature display
• automatic winding of 

residual fi lm
• fi lm spot detection for 

perfect alignment of printed 
fi lm on packaging

Reton tray seal machines are:
• compact
• very easy to operate

• affordable (short payback 
period and low maintenance 
costs)

• mobile (optional)

The ease of use and various 
unique features increase the 
packaging capacity, make the 
machines cost-effective and 
enable a quick recovery of 
investments. The design of 
the tray sealers is based on 
sustainable materials and 
techniques, so that the machines 
need little maintenance and 
there is no need for expensive 
service contracts.. 

RETON TRAYSEAL

ADVANTAGES



Semi-automatic
For the semi-automatic 
machines, a tray of the preferred 
size is placed in the lower mould 
by hand and then the mould 
slides inwards automatically 
or by pushing the button, after 
which the tray is sealed. The 
user determines the pace and 

MAP stands for Modifi ed 
Atmosphere Packaging, or 
packaging in a protective 
atmosphere using gas. The use of 
gases during tray sealing keeps 
products fresh longer, prevents 
food spoilage and contributes 
to an attractive presentation 
of the food. Thus, for example, 
the red colour of fresh raw 
meat is preserved. The Reton 
Trayseal machines use a unique 
gassing principle to create a 
low residual oxygen value and 
are standard-equipped with a 
gas pressure control system. 
The specially developed gassing 

decides in advance to only top-
seal the tray or also apply MAP 
packaging. Depending on the 
type, various gas mixtures can be 
connected to a single machine. 
The semi-automatic machines 
are very suitable for small and 
medium-sized enterprises, given 

principle allows MAP packaging 
with high production speeds and 
low service requirements. The 
tray, and not the entire lower 
mould, is used as a chamber, 
which contributes to the low gas 
consumption. 

the fl exible applications, high 
capacity and low maintenance 
requirements.

MAP PACKAGING



TECHNICAL DATA
Machine 
type

Machine size 
in mm

Electrical data Air 
pressure 
recquired

Possibility 
for MAP

Maximum 
tray size 1- 
compartment 
mould in mm 
(LxWxD)

Maximum 
tray size 2- 
compartment 
mould in mm 
(WxLxD)

Maximum tray 
size 4- 
compartment 
mould in mm 
(LxWxD)

RT-59L 370x400x660 220V/0,65kW NA x 228x176x100 100x120x100 not possible

RT-59LF 350x500x820 220V/1,05kW NA o 228x176x100 95x170x120 not possible

RT-900SF 350x500x820 220V/1,05kW YES o 228x176x100 95x170x120 95x75x120

RT-900L 480x705x820 220V/0,65kW - 1,85kW YES x 320x250x120 150x250x120 150x110x120

RT-900LF 480x705x820 220V/0,65kW - 1,85kW YES o 280x210x100 120x210x100 120x95x100

RT-900XL 510x760x820 220V/0,65kW - 1,85kW YES x 350x280x120 160x280x120 160x120x120

RT-900XXL 580x865x820 220V/0,65kW - 1,85kW YES x 420x290x120 195x290x120 195x130x120

RT-900XXLF 580x865x820 220V/0,65kW - 1,85kW YES o 420x290x120 195x290x120 195x130x120
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ReTon Trayseal
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E: info@reton-trayseal.com
P: 0031 74 26 62 905
P (sales):  0031 74 26 57 065

Reton Trayseal works together with reliable European dealers to offer you an excellent on-site service. 
On delivery, the machines are installed and calibrated completely to your satisfaction. After delivery, 
we continue to provide professional support with a good parts supply and quick response times.

Please contact your dealer for more information or a no-obligation demonstration.

CONTACT


